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FORMATION OF CORE TRANSPORT BARRIER AND CH-MODE 
BY ION BERNSTEIN WAVE HEATING IN PBX-M 

ABSTRACT - Observation of core transport barrier formation (for 
particles, ion and electron energies, and toroidal momentum) by ion Bernstein 
wave heating (IBWH) in PBX-M plasma is reported. The formation of a 
transport barrier leads to a strong peaking and significant increase of the core 
pressure (70%) and toroidal momentum (20%), and has been termed the core-
high confinement mode (CH-Mode). This formation of a transport barrier is 
consistent, in terms of the expected barrier location as well as the required 
threshold power, with a theoretical model based on the poloidal sheared flow 
generation by the ion Bernstein wave power. The use of ion Bernstein wave 
(IBW) induced sheared flow as a tool to control plasma pressure and bootstrap 
current profiles shows a favorable scaling for the use in future reactor grade 
tokamak plasmas. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plasma pressure control is an important issue for advanced tokamak 
regimes [1]. It is particularly crucial when one considers high-performance 
tokamak plasmas where high-(3 plasmas are sustained almost entirely by self-
generated bootstrap currents. For example, by properly aligning the bootstrap 
current to insure stability against ballooning and kinetic modes, an attractive 
high-performance regime with a negative magnetic shear region has been 
recently proposed [2]. To insure proper "alignment" of the bootstrap current, 
it is important to develop a tool to control the plasma pressure profile. If one 
looks toward burning plasmas with several hundred MW of ct-heating power, 
transport control represents a powerful tool for pressure profile control. 

2. PHYSICS OF POLOIDAL SHEARED FLOW GENERATION BY 
IBW 

To develop an efficient tool for active transport control, a concept based 
on RF-induced sheared flow generation has been proposed [3, 4]. In an H-
mode related theory, the generation of sufficient sheared poloidal flow is 
predicted to stabilize turbulence thereby improving confinement [5]. The non
linear sheared flow, dVp/dr, for each ion species in the presence of the IBW 
electric field E, can be given as 

rlr nr L Vi] -i / C £ ^bjE^k _sgn(k,) 
rays-] r> t 

(1) 

where / i„ 0 is the neoclassical ion viscosity damping term, V is the ion 
oscillation velocity vector, a/ and bj are the ion response functions, and sgn 

''.'(fcj^s rH-'fprjfhe Radially inward propagating ray and -1 for the outward 
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propagating ray. The subscript summation j represents the wave rays used in 
ray tracing calculations. The generated momentum drive, summed over all 
ion species, is then averaged within each flux surface grid. The sheared flow 
is generated strongly near the wave power absorption region since d/dr = -2 
Im k r . The combination of high wave electric fields, large ion response 
functions, high wave number (which is enhanced near the absorption region), 
and strong local wave absorption all contribute to make the poloidal sheared 
flow significant for IBW. In Fig. 1, typical IBW ray trajectories, the absorbed 
wave power density, and the calculated velocity shear are shown [see Ref. 6 
for a general review of IBWH]. With only a relatively modest power of 300 
kW, a significant sheared flow > 10 5 sec - 1 is generated. This level of shear is 
believed to be sufficient for turbulence suppression. It should be noted that if 
the wave absorption is weak, the sheared flow is expected to be small, since 
Im k r is small and the effect of inward k r and outward k r [see Eq. (1)] tend to 
cancel. 

3. OBSERVATION OF CORE TRANSPORT BARRIER AND CH-
MODE 

TIME EVOLUTION OF CH-MODE DISCHARGE - Application of 
IBW power (PIBW ~ 300 kW) in a strongly-NBI heated H-mode plasma 
(PNBI ~ 2 MW) causes a strong peaking of the pressure profile in bean-
shaped PBX-M plasmas, termed the CH-Mode (Core High confinement 
Mode)[7]. In Fig. 2, the evolution of a CH-Mode discharge is shown. The 
IBW power is applied during a pre-existing H-mode. The discharge goes 
through an initial ELM (Edge-Localized-Modes) phase, which then evolves 
into the ELM-free CH-mode phase. Even though the line integrated density is 
relatively flat, the central density increases significantly. In the figure, the 
time evolution of the density peakedness, n e(0) / <n e>, as computed from 
TVTS, is also shown. The peakedness rises from 1.5 for the H-mode to 2.5 -
2.7 for the CH-mode. 

PROFILE COMPARISON OF CH-MODE AND H-MODE - A 
comparison of the various plasma profiles (at t = 600 msec) during the CH-
mode (with IBW) and H-mode (without IBW) is shown in Fig. 3. Two 
discharges are similar except for the presence of = 300 kW of IBW power. In 
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), the measured 51 point TVTS Te and n e profiles, both taken 
at the same discharge time, are shown for the CH-mode and H-mode (without 
IBW) for otherwise identical discharges. A strong contrast is seen in the 
density profiles, where the density is strongly peaked for the CH-mode with 
the central density nearing 10 1 4 cm"3, while for the H-mode, it remains 
relatively flat not exceeding 6x l0 1 3 cm - 3 . The electron temperature profile for 
the CH-mode has the distinctive feature of a steep slope near the mid-plane 
radius of r =13 cm. In Fig. 4 (c) and (d), the ion temperature and toroidal 
rotation velocity, V(j>, profiles from the charge-exchange recombination 
spectroscopy (CHERS) diagnostics are shown. Both show an increase in the 
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core region. This peaking of the n e , T e , Ti, and VQ profiles results in a 
significant increase in the core plasma pressure (~ 70%) and a significant 
enhancement of toroidal velocity (20%) for the CH-mode compared to the H-
mode. The peaking of the pressure and V(j> profiles in the CH-mode is 
primarily due to a transport change in the mid-radius region, since the applied 
IBW power is very modest compared to the total heating power, PlBW « 
PNBL TRANSP analyses of these discharges indeed confirm that a factor of 
two reduction in the ion energy and toroidal momentum diffusivities in the 
core region (near the mid-radius) occurs during the CH-mode, compared to the 
ELM-free phase of H-mode. The core particle diffusivity also shows a large 
drop compared to the H-mode. The electron diffusivity behavior is not 
conclusive due to the uncertainty in the measured radiated power. We shall 
discuss this formation of a transport barrier in more detail in Sec. IV. 

SOFT X-RAY BARRIER OBSERVATION - Additional insight into 
the electron energy barrier formation is provided by the 32-channel vertical 
soft X-ray diagnostic during the earlier ELM phase of the discharge (even 
before the profile peaking) [8]. In a typical PBX-M H-mode discharge, during 
the ELM, the soft X-ray intensity generally drops in the plasma interior and 
increases in the edge, indicating the outward loss of electron thermal energy. 
Shortly after the IBW power reached its full value (= 10-15 msec), the soft X-
ray data show formation of a transport barrier observed near the vertical 
position of z = 17 cm, which corresponds to a mid-plane position of r =11-13 
cm. This barrier location coincides reasonably well with the position of the 
steep kinetic gradient region later formed in the CH-phase (see Sec. IV). It 
should be noted that the barrier may be weakened by ELM activity. When 
ELMS occur in rapid succession (e.g., for the case where the ELM bursts 
occur = 1 msec apart), the observed barrier becomes progressively weaker. 
The barrier grows stronger when the ELM quiescent period is longer (e.g., ~ 7 
msec). As the discharge enters an ELM-free period, the full barrier quickly 
develops (as indicated by the CH-Mode period). During the CH-mode period, 
sawteeth and ELMs are absent. 

ENHANCED NEUTRON YIELDS AND BOOTSTRAP CURRENT 
REALIGNMENT - To take advantage of the improved core confinement, 
two additional neutral beams (total of ~ 4 MW) were injected during the CH-
mode phase. Even though the heating power was nearly doubled, the essential 
features of the CH-mode were preserved. With the additional heating power, 
the (H-mode) edge barrier is again restored as seen by the soft X-ray 
diagnostic, the profile showing two barriers. The steep density gradient in the 
mid-radius region of the CH-mode resulted in a doubling (jboot fraction 
reaching 35%) of the bootstrap current generation in the half-radius region 
(estimated from the TVTS profiles) compared to the H-mode case. Perhaps 
more importantly, the CH-mode was able to move the bootstrap current region 
away from the edge for the H-mode case toward the core region, which leads 
to a more desirable bootstrap current profile alignment [2]. The bootstrap 
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current (driven off-axis) tends to increase the central q(0). The measured q(0) 
with the MSE diagnostic rises in the density rising phase from 0.8 to .97, 
which is consistent with the TRANSP values. In addition, the peaked CH-
mode discharges generally resulted in a significant enhancement of the D-D 
beam target fusion neutron yield (up to 60%) compared to otherwise similar 
H-mode discharges. This result indicates that IBW is highly efficient in 
maintaining the CH-mode with only a modest amount of IBW power, PIBW ~ 
300 kW « PNBI ~ 4 MW, a promising result for future applications. 

4 COMPARISON OF TRANSPORT BARRIER FORMATION AND 
SHEARED FLOW MODEL 

OBSERVED BARRIER LOCATIONS AND SHEARED FLOW 
LOCATION - The radial profiles of the absolute values of the T e , Ti and n e 

gradients are shown in Fig. 4(a). The H-mode has a strong density gradient in 
the edge region. For the CH-mode, the strong density gradient region is 
moved well into the plasma core. The CH-mode also has a strong electron 
temperature gradient in the core region (r = 13 cm), well above the 
experimental error bars. These large gradients suggest the existence of an H-
mode-like transport barrier near the mid-radius region. Similar gradients can 
be also seen in the ion temperature profile. The observed location of the soft 
X-ray ELM barrier (r ~ 11-13 cm) is indicated in the figure. In the strong 
pressure gradient region, ballooning-like high frequency (75-350 kHz) MHD 
fluctuations are observed. In Fig. 4(b), the V(j> gradient and the calculated 
IBW induced poloidal sheared flow are shown with their locations coinciding 
relatively well with the observed barrier location. The T e gradient appears to 
occur at a slightly larger radius than the rest of the barrier locations. It might 
be conjectured that the Te gradient may be influenced by the presence of the 
nearby q=3/2 surface. 

RESONANT vs. NON-RESONANT HEATING EXPERIMENT - In 
PBX-M IBW experiments, the peaking of density was observed not only in 
the CH-mode but also in the ohmic discharges. In a typical ohmic discharge, 
an application of a modest amount IBW power (100 kW) for 5 Q.jy resonance 
heating is usually sufficient to cause the density peaking. Also in the previous 
IBW experiments in JIPPTII-U, 3&H resonance heating caused peaking of 
density and pressure profiles in the OH and NBI heated L-mode circular 
plasmas [9]. Therefore, the profile peaking by IBWH appears to be associated 
with the presence of a resonant absorption layer in the plasma. The 
occurrence of peaking for the case with strong wave absorption is consistent 
with the sheared flow model. In addition, the observed required power in 
PBX-M for the density peaking is on the order of 100 kW (for circular Ohmic 
parameters) and 300 kW (for bean-shaped CH-mode parameters), which is 
consistent with the estimated required IBW power based on the sheared flow 
model. In one experiment with a circular ohmic plasma in PBX-M, by going 
down to the lower cyclotron harmonic frequency (co < 4Qp) by reducing the 
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transmitter frequency to 42 MHz, the IBW ion cyclotron heating layer was 
moved to the high field side of the plasma. This configuration makes the 
heating layer inaccessible to the externally launched IBW, since in this case, 
the IBW rays are radially reflected near the plasma axis, and they propagate 
back towards the antenna essentially undamped. As mentioned in Sec. II, the 
inward and outward going waves tend to cancel the poloidal drive and 
therefore, little sheared flow is expected. Indeed, in this case, even with 
repeated attempts (over 100 shots) and with higher IBW power (~ 200 kW), 
no peaking of the density profiles was observed (no local transport change), 
further supporting the sheared flow model. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS AND EXPERIMENTAL PLANS - In terms of 
the plasma and device parameters, it can be shown from Eq. (1) that the 
generated poloidal sheared flow scales as 

dr Ar r2 n2

0 VK Z]ff Qt 

where Ar is the power deposition radial width, K"is plasma elongation and N( 
is the ion species fractions. This scaling tends to favor high field, high 
temperature clean plasmas, offsetting the unfavorable inverse density and size 
scaling for future reactor grade plasmas. The model indeed predicts high 
poloidal sheared flow generation efficiency by IBW in reactor-grade plasmas 
(e.g., for ITER parameters, P I B W 1 3 10 MW « Pa-) Since the wave 
absorption layer position can be varied by moving the ion cyclotron harmonic 
layer position (by changing the wave frequency or the magnetic field), it may 
lead to a tool for active plasma pressure and bootstrap current profile control, 
which is essential for advance tokamaks such as TPX and DEMO. The 
peaking of density and pressure profiles could also benefit ITER by enhancing 
fusion reactivity. On PBX-M, it is planned to explore further the physics of 
IBW induced sheared flow through poloidal velocity and plasma fluctuation 
measurements along with bootstrap current alignment studies. To enhance the 
quality of the CH-mode on PBX-M, it is planned to increase the IBW power 
(possibly with two wave frequencies) and improve impurity control (e.g., wall 
boronization). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. IBW induced sheared flow, (a) IBW ray-trajectories in PBX-M using 
the CH-mode parameters, (b) Calculated sheared flow. PIBW = 300 kW, B T 
= 1.49 T (R = 165 cm), f (IBW) = 55 MHz. 

Fig. 2. Time evolution of the CH-mode discharge. 

Fig. 3. T e , n e , Ti, and V^ profiles for the CH-mode (solid) and H-mode 
(light). PIBW « 300 kW, PNBI = 2.0 MW, B j = 1.49 T (R = 165 cm), f 
(IBW) = 55 MHz. 

Fig. 4. Composite of radial profiles of gradients (density, ion and electron 
temperatures, and toroidal rotation), the observed location of electron energy 
barrier by soft X-ray (indicated by an arrow), and the calculated poloidal 
sheared flow. 
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